
FOOTLOOSE IN CAMBRIDGE: a production case history 
Jackie Taylor 

The aim of this project was to produce a tourist guide for Cambridge that was comprehensive and was 
free from advertising. The project was undertaken jointly by Jackie Taylor (cartography and design) and 
George Dardis (research and design) ofGEOinformatics, Anglia Polytechnic University, Cambridge. 

Introduction 
The guide underwent radical changes from its initial 

conception to the finished product. The work was conceived 
while still using ttaditional methods of production (pen and 
ink) and was visualised as a small black and white booklet 
Later the idea was to produce it in colour as a spiral bound 
book. With the introduction of the Macintosh and my initial 
visit to a sue meeting in Glasgow the possibilities were 
further extended. 

Map Production 
The base map was initially drawn at a large scale using 

pen and ink. The main roads were widened to emphasise the 
main arteries and to allow readable text to be inserted. The 
hand drawn map was then photographically reduced to 
manageable dimensions. The photograph was scanned and 
'placed' into Freehand 3 as a background layer. 

The map was constructed by successive layering of 
information - built-up areas, parks, roads, river etc. It is 
~ful to be able to move layers when they are in the wrong 
position. Street names were added once all of the drawing 
was complete, text was joined to a line to run parallel to the 
road edge. Once this was completed process colours were 
detennined on screen. 

Secondary data was recorded as layers - telephones, 
toilets, car parks etc. Once the map was checked it was 
'grouped' to ensure that nothing could be accidentally 
moved, and to allow the map to be resized to fit neatly into 
the main page layout Throughout the construction of the 
map black and white laser copies were used to check the 
work. 

College Plans 
A decision was made to include four college plans of 

major tourist interest -Trinity, King's, Queens', and St. 
John's. There are many books available showing plans, 
however, these are usually very detailed, large scale draw
ings, and few are complete with recent building additions. 
The problem was to decide on the scale of detail and 
simplification to employ given the limited space available. 
A relatively simple approach was adopted which retained 
enough detail to capture the architectural character of the 
buildings. Different plans had to be combined to give the 
full history up to the present. 

Jac/cie Taylor is cartographer at Anglia Polytechnic University, 
Cambridge. The final product was a full-colour folded 14-section 
tourist map and was the Society's 1992 Wallis Award winner. It 
was on display at the SoC SUlMII!r School at PlymouJh in Septem
berl992. 
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The plans were drawn by hand then scanned and 
'placed' into Freehand They were then traced and coloured 
to represent the age of the buildings. The plans were each 
'grouped' when complete. 

Page Layout 
The majority of the text began life on a PC. This was 

converted through Apple File Exchange into Pagemaker, 
which we had been advised was the most suitable package 
to use. Given the dimensions of the work (205 x 875mm) 
and layout limitations within Pagemaker it was necessary 
to use two templates per side. 

George Dardis spent some considerable time import
ing, organising and editing the text. At this stage a copy of 
the map was 'cut and pasted' into the text and a company 
was approached to produce a colour proof. The computer 
agency enlightened us to the fact that Pagemaker cannot 
handle complex colour work and that in their opinion we 
should change to Quark Express. Since we do not have 
Quark Express this was not an option. 

So we set to work and ttansferred the text into Free
hand. The text handling capability of Freehand is slow and 
laborious as it requires the use of dialogue boxes. However, 
Freehand has the advantage of being able to produce long 
templates therefore, only one template per side was needed, 
this made the compilation less complex. 

Final Stages of Compilation 
When all of the component parts of the brochure were 

complete the fmal compilation began. 
The map was copied and pasted five times into the page 

layout (the colleges on the map have been subdued on the 
second side to reduce prominence, thus allowing other 
information to stand out clearly). Similarly the college plans 
were cut and pasted into position. 

Numbered circles were designed and colours were 
detennined. As the circles were so small and white lettering 
was employed, each colour was a combination of only two 
process colours. This was necessary for accurate registta
tion at the printing stage. The circles were positioned next 
to the text then duplicated and placed on the relevant map 
to show key locations. 

By this stage the fdes were demanding very large 
amounts of memory so it was transferred to a portable hard 
disc. Meanwhile the photograghs were taken, scanned and 
cropped and were ready to be positioned. The front cover 
was designed in conjunction with our Media Production 
Department. However, the cover design file was too large 
to place, so it was stripped in at the printing stage. 
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Final Production Acknowledgements 
When everything was checked again, the files were 

sent for colour separation. The four colour separations were 
run on a Linotronic 330. The films were duplicated at the 
printers to run three sets on one plate, and the front cover 
films were stripped in. Proofs were run and checked for any 
errors, the project then went to print. It was then fmished 
and varnished to give a measure of durability and finally 
folded. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the 
Society of Cartographers for being so very friendly and 
supportive. Also to thank those who gave advice and en
couragement to me when I came to Glasgow and since. 
(The figure below is a black and white representation of one and 
a half sections of the leaflet, and is taken from a same size copy of 
the printed map.lt is included to give readers some impression of 
the complexity ofthefinaljob.] 

Cambridge Tours Blue badge guides for 
Cambridge and East Anglia. Enquiries (~ 

322735). 
Premier (~ 237262) provides tours to various 
places in the UK. Enquiries Drummer s: 
booking office. 
BUS STATION Drummer St Timetables and 3 

free map of bus routes of Cambridge ano 
surrounding areas are available from the 
booking office. Enquiries: Cambus (~ 
423554), Whippet (~ 460240), Unitea 
Counties (~ 0234-262151) . Cambridge 
Coach Services (~ 236333) run every hour to 
Heathrow and Gatwick and every two hours to 
Stansted and Luton. National Express (~ 
460711) have regular services to most major 
UK cities. 
RAILWAY STATION Services to London (Kings 
Cross and Liverpool St), East Anglia, northern 
England and Scotland. Enquiries: Cambridge 
(~ 311999). Kings Cross(~ 071-278 2477), 
(~ 071-928 5100). 

TAXIS (24 hour) 

Taxis with a roof sign can be hailed. Others 
must be booked by telephone. Negotiate the 
fare in advance for journeys outside 
Cambridge. Fares are standardised. Tipping is 
optional. 

At ~ 359123 Cannon ~ 311931 
ABC ~ 244444 City Cars ~ 311188 
Abba ~ 322322 Intercity ~ 312233 
Able ~ 213232 Luxicabs ~ 359470 
Ace ~ 244469 Panther ~ 424424 
Alpha ~ 313343 Rank ~ 355732 
Bettacars ~ 355606 Regency ~ 311388 
Bloomfair ~ 833927 S&H ~ 314314 
Cabco ~ 312444 Trinity ~ 350355 
Cambridge~ 358923 United w 352222 
Camtax ~ 313131 University~ 314777 

BICYCLE HIRE 

0 CC Hire Newmarket Rd ~ 356464 
6 Drake Hills Rd ~ 63468 
E) Geoff's Bike Hire Devonshire Rd ~ 65629 
0 Mike's Bikes Mill Rd ~ 312591 
0 University Cycles Victoria Ave ~ 355517 

Armada Cycles• Marmora Rd ~ 210421 
Cycle King• Mill Rd ~ 214999 
Roses Cycles• Chesterton ~ 356162 
Student Bike Hire• Kingston St ~ 311380 
(• Not on map) 

CAR HIRE· 

Autorent ~ 424472 Hertz ~ 416634 
Avis ~ 212551 Hire-a-Heap~ 245316 
Budget ~ 323838 Kenning ~ 61538 
Cambridge~ 313400 Melfield ~ 460753 
Camkars ~ 425706 Murry's ~ 412626 
Eurodollar~ 65238 Vauxhalr ~ 66751 
Europcars ~ 233644 Willhire ~ 414600 
Ford ~ 315435 
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ITi@ Public Parkland Lm Public Toilet Pedestrian Only 

CJ Private Parkland 1!1 Bookshop ::.~~ Public Footpaths • University Buildings D Public Telephone One Way Traffic Routes 

Ill Car Park Ill Punt Point PS Police Station 

~ Grafton Centre m International Newsagents PO Post Office 

~ Open-Air Swimming Pool lli3 Bureau de Change • Tour Bus Stop 

• Indoor Swimming Pool ~ Taxi Rank Foot Bridge 

1!!9 Public Toilet with Nappy changing Facilities 

Nappy (diaper) changing facilities also found in-store at Boots (Sidney St) , Mothercare 
(Lion Yard), Stoneyard {SI Andrews St) 
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